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Step 1
Export the text from database program in the form of tab-delimited text.

If possible, include paragraph style coding in export by creating special export fields, as shown
in the FileMaker example below.
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Step 2
Open exported file in Excel or similar program.
If you were not able to in export coded fields, insert empty columns before each exported
column and type the name of the desktop publishing style in the first cells.

(If you were able to export coded fields, proceed to step 3B.)

Note: PageMaker uses the greater-than and less-than brackets to enclose the style name. If you
have not created the styles yet, don’t worry; PageMaker will create them for you when you
import/place the text.
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Step 3
A] Copy the Codes down the entire column, matching the depth of the text.
(Use the Fill Down command.)

B] Note: If you exported coded text from the database, it would look like this, saving a number
of steps per exported field:
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Step 4
Delete the duplicate listings in the main category columns, leaving only the first listing. This will
make sure your directory only has one heading per group of listings.
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Step 5
Save file (keeping as text format) and open in Word. The file will look very jumbled; don’t
worry. Open the Replace dialog box.

Do the following find-&-replace searches, clicking the Replace All button for each one:

Find >^t Replace with >

Find ^t Replace with ^p

Find ^p^p Replace with ^p
(Repeat until all are found and replaced.)

If necessary, find-&-replace the following:

Find " Replace with nothing (delete all text from Replace field)

Find two spaces Replace with one space
(type actual spaces; repeat until all are found)

Step 6
Save file (keeping as text) and open in PageMaker.

Note: it is desirable that you create your PageMaker styles in advance of importing this text,
however, it is not a requirement.

Place the Word-edited text format file — be SURE to click the Read Tags option when
importing the file. This will cause the text to be formatted to your defined PageMaker text styles.
   If you did not create styles in advance, the style names will be added to the Style palette, but
the text will have a generic format until you edit the style in Pagemaker.


